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»Gold for the Rheingau – the epitome 
of excellence among all German wine 
tourism regions.«

Diana Nägler,
CEO, Rheingau-Taunus
Kultur und Tourismus GmbH

»A latitude of 50 degrees north –  
the cultural landscape of our 

Rheingau offers fascinating variety at 
every time of year.«

Burkhard Albers,
District Administrator,  

Rheingau-Taunus District

»Wherever indulgence is at home,  
the people know how to have a good 
time – be it in a relaxed or elegant 
fashion, in the vineyards themselves or 
on Wiesbaden’s Schlossplatz Square.«

Martin Michel,
CEO, Wiesbaden Marketing GmbH

»Wine as a refined drink – an 
inspiration and motif even for the 

Old Masters. As can be seen in style 
in Frankfurt’s museums.«

Thomas Feda,
CEO, Tourismus+Congress GmbH 

Frankfurt am Main

»The Rheingau and Frankfurt are 
like a perfectly-balanced cuvée –  

a stunning wine region next door to 
an international city.«

Peter Feldmann,
Lord Mayor of Frankfurt am Main 

»The Rheingau trilogy of
winegrowing, landscape and unique 
culture. Riesling has given us very 
special places and moments for 
hundreds of years.«

Peter Seyffardt,
President of the Rheingauer 
Weinbauverband e. V.
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PHOTO Jason Sellers

PHOTO Tourismus+Congress GmbH Frankfurt am Main

INVITING
TWO IMPRESSIONS

Idyllic vineyards – vibrant city. The Rheingau winegrowing area and 
the city of Frankfurt am Main offer exciting contrasts. But geographically they are 

neighbours. One strong element unites them: wine.
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HISTORIC
THE HISTORY OF WINEGROWING

At first it was the unsafe home of Barbarians for the wine loving Romans;  
for monks it later became a successful winegrowing centre. The discovery of late vintage wines (Spätlese)  

was an accident – an unexpected piece of luck for winegrowers in their quest for quality.

Unlike many other German winegrowing areas, it was not the 
Romans who were the first to grow wine here. Today’s Rheingau 
was then considered unsafe, inhabited by barbarians. During 
the Third Century, the ›wine emperor‹ Probus limited himself 
to the barbarian-free left-hand side of the Rhine. The culture 
of wine here begins with Emperor Charlemagne (around 
800 AD). Watching from Ingelheim, he noticed how 
early the snow melted on the opposite side  
of the Rhine and ordered grapes to be 
planted on what is now Johannisberg. 
Another wine fan was the academic 
and later Archbishop of Mainz, Rabanus 
Maurus, who initiated winegrowing 
in Walluf. The ›Donation of Verona‹ 
made by Emperor Otto II gave important 
winegrowing areas to the Bishopric of 
Mainz. Not exactly known for their abstinence, 
the Benedictine monks played their part in the 
peak of winegrowing in the Rheingau as early as 1100. 
Measuring 300,000 hectares, the area of Germany given over to 
winegrowing was three times as large as it is today! This may 
be in part due to the fact that the nobility and church nobility 
of the time drank hardly any water, preferring wine in their elite 
position. At the same time, protected by customs exemptions 

from the recalcitrant Duke of Katzenelnbogen, the Cistercian 
order turned Eberbach Abbey into a competing winegrowing 
centre. Instructions from Mainz actually stated that only 
high-yield red wine should be grown, but Count Johann von 
Katzenelnbogen brazenly planted a new, white variety. This was 

the start of Riesling’s triumphal march, and Rheingau 
Riesling was already a highly-regarded mark of 

quality by around 1475. The wine rarely kept 
until the next year. It was harvested just as 

it was drunk – immediately. Fixed harvest 
times were dictated to the districts. 
Johannisberg Castle was the only 
exception, as it was owned by the Prince 
Bishop of Fulda. The wine maker there 

needed permission from Fulda before 
they could begin the harvest. In 1775, the 

horseback messenger was 14 days late.  
The Johannisberg monks were forced to watch 

helplessly as the grapes rotted on the wines. Once the 
messenger arrived, they harvested the grapes anyway and were 
all amazed to find that they produced an extraordinary wine. 
This accident had led to the discovery of Spätlese and ›noble 
rot‹, without which there would be no Auslese, Beerenauslese 
or Trockenbeerenauslese today. TEXT Volker Hummel

The wine was  

harvested just as it was 

drunk – immediately.

Top: Then hated for his tardiness, now a hero – Statue of the Spätlese messenger PHOTO Johannisberger Weinvertrieb KG
Bottom: Historic wine presses in the Lay refectory, the former monks’ dining hall PHOTO Stiftung Kloster Eberbach – Michael Palmen
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2 ASSMANNSHAUSEN

From the red wine arbour in Assmannshausen, 
hikers have a magnificent view across the steep 
slopes and down into the romantic Rhine Valley. 
The town is famous for its tradition of red wine 

and for Pinot Noir.

3 BURGRUINE EHRENFELS & MÄUSETURM

Perched on steep cliffs, the ruined Ehrenfels Castle watches 
over the Rhine. The castle was once a customs station, before 
being replaced in 1270 by the Mäuseturm, located in the 
middle of the river.1 LORCHHAUSEN & LORCH

The western gateway to the Rheingau is nestled 
between the river and the sloped vineyards. The valley 

has already begun to narrow here, the slopes are 
becoming steeper and the road along the banks is 

winding. The small historic old town of Lorch is well 
worth a visit. On a small cliff above Lorchhausen sits the 

parish church and, above it, Clemenskapelle Chapel.

4 NIEDERWALD MONUMENT

Germania looks down proudly over the Rhine – the imperial 
crown in her right hand and the imperial sword in her left. 
The 38 m-high statue looking over Rüdesheim symbolises the 
rebuilding of the German Empire after the Franco-Prussian 
War of 1870/71. The summit can be reached by cable car 
from Rüdesheim or chairlift from Assmannshausen. The 
Niederwald temple and the magical cave in direct proximity 
to Germania are also worth a visit.

5 RÜDESHEIM AM RHEIN

The home of ›Rhineland joviality‹: the world-famous 
Drosselgasse is a street for singing, dancing and feasting. 
Millions of visitors from all over the world flood through 
the 144  m-long alley every year. Brömserburg Castle houses 
the Rheingauer Winemuseum, where visitors can admire 
Roman goblets and ancient copper tools. Above the town, 
the towers of St. Hildegard Abbey stretch up to the sky. 
Benedictine monks still live there today, running their own 
winery, among other activities.

FLUENT
WINEGROWING TOWNS & VILLAGES

is 1,230 kilometres in length and 
flows almost exclusively in a north-westerly 

direction. Between Wiesbaden and Rüdesheim, 
it makes a characteristic turn. This is good news for 

the winegrowing region here – the vineyards are on 
sunny, south-facing slopes, while the Rhine also stores 
heat. Magnificent wines also thrive on the Main River, 
and the most easterly section of the Rheingau is in 

fact in the heart of Frankfurt. We present the indi-
vidual winegrowing villages and the two cities 

of Wiesbaden and its bigger neighbour, 
Frankfurt.

THE RHINE

TEXT Sina Listmann

PHOTO Deutsches Weininstitut – Thomas Hartmann
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6 TOURIST INFORMATION

Eltville am Rhein, Frankfurt am Main, Lorch, 

Oestrich-Winkel, Rüdesheim am Rhein, Wiesbaden

6 GEISENHEIM

The winegrowing town of Geisenheim is incredibly 
important for the future of the region. The next generation of  

winegrowers study at Hochschule Geisenheim University.

7 JOHANNISBERG

Close to the village of Johannisberg is Johannisberg Castle. 
The former Benedictine abbey is today home to a farm 

winery with a restaurant. It is world-renowned as the 
›birthplace of Spätlese‹. 

11 R AUENTHAL/MARTINSTHAL

The Bubenhäuser Hill is a very special viewpoint. The hill 
offers a unique view of the Rheingau and its good wind 
conditions make it a paradise for kite flyers, especially at the 
weekend. The ›Martinsthaler Wildsau‹ vineyard site is so 
famous that a memorial has been dedicated to it. 

10 KIEDRICH

Located right next door to Eberbach Abbey, the village of 
Kiedrich is also known as the ›treasure chest of Gothicism‹. 

The Basilica St. Valentin is worth a visit. The ruined castle 
Scharfenstein protrudes from the vineyards.

9 EBERBACH ABBEY

Not far from Hallgarten is Eberbach Abbey. In the Middle 
Ages, the former Cistercian abbey was one of the world’s  
most successful wine trading companies. Twelve massive  
historic wine cellars bear witness to this power and the  
rich harvests to this day. Eberbach Abbey is today a state  
winery of Hessen. The imposing Romanesque and early  
Gothic rooms and halls have even served as the backdrop  
for numerous films, such as ›The Name of the Rose‹,  
based on the novel by Umberto Eco. Visitors can also  
explore the abbey museum and abbey tavern. 

12 ELTVILLE AM RHEIN

The wine and rose town right on the banks of the Rhine 
is home to one of the Rheingau’s most romantic riverside 
promenades. In summer, the Electoral Castle is surrounded 
by roses in bloom. Because Johannes Gutenberg lived here 
for a while, the tower houses an exhibition on the topic  
of printing. The dungeon and count’s chambers can also be 
visited. Crass Castle, a former knight’s castle from the 11th 
Century, today welcomes guests to its hotel and restaurant. 
A stroll through the old town with its idyllic narrow streets 
and magical half-timbered houses is highly recommended. 
Eltville is also home to the local vinotheque Weindekanei, 
with its wine bar.

8 OESTRICH-WINKEL

The old wine loading crane on the banks of the Rhine, built 
in around 1744, is the symbol of Oestrich. It was mainly used 

to lift wine barrels and tree trunks onto Rhine barges. The 
Brentano House in Winkel was once a meeting place for 

significant artists, poets and scientists. Today, the Brentano 
Barn hall hosts concerts, cabaret and theatre. Above 

Oestrich-Winkel is Vollrads Castle with its massive water 
tower. It is one of the oldest wineries in the world and has 

been trading wine since the 13th Century. 

12

WINE TASTING STANDS

Eltville, Eltville-Erbach, Eltville-Hattenheim, 

Eltville-Martinsthal, Flörsheim, Flörsheim-

Wicker, Geisenheim, Geisenheim-Johannisberg, 

Hallgarten, Hochheim, Kiedrich, Mainz-Kostheim, 

Mittelheim, Oestrich, Rüdesheim, Rüdesheim-

Assmannshausen, Walluf, Wiesbaden-Biebrich, 

Wiesbaden-Schierstein, Winkel. 

Most stands are open from April to October;  

some are open all year round. 

www.kulturland-rheingau.de/weinprobierstaende

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

The RheingauLinie railway connects the towns of 

Neuwied, Koblenz, Wiesbaden and Frankfurt am 

Main. The train also stops in many wine villages 

and leaves hourly or half-hourly. 

www.rheingaulinie.de; www.rmv.de 

FRANKFURT INTERNATIONAL 

AIRPORT 

Frankfurt Airport is Germany’s largest passenger 

airport. It is located exactly in between the 

Rheingau and the city. 

www.frankfurt-airport.de; www.fraport.de

LATEST INFORMATION

www.kulturland-rheingau.de; www.rheingau.de; 

www.wiesbaden.de; www.frankfurt-tourismus.de; 

www.frankfurt-rhein-main.de
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15 FLÖRSHEIM AM MAIN

When coming from Frankfurt, Hochheim’s neighbour 
Flörsheim am Main is the first winegrowing town in the 

Rheingau – the eastern gateway to the winegrowing region. 
The Rheingau Riesling Trail begins here.

FOTOS

 1 Gabi Henke Photography 
 2 Deutsches Weininstitut 
 3 Rüdesheim Tourist AG – Karlheinz Walter 
 4 Jason Sellers 
 5 Rüdesheim Tourist AG – Karl Hoffmann 
 6 Hochschule Geisenheim – pps-studios.com 
 7 Kloos Design 
 8 Rheingau-Taunus Kultur und Tourismus GmbH  
 (Weinverladekran); Rheingauer Weinwerbung 
 GmbH – Hartmann (Schloss Vollrads) 
 9 Stiftung Kloster Eberbach – Michael Palmen 

10 Rheingau-Taunus Kultur und Tourismus GmbH
11 Faber 
12 Stadt Eltville am Rhein 
13 Wiesbaden Marketing GmbH (Kurhaus); 
Stephan Richter (Nerobergbahn); Stanislaw 
Chomicki (Biebrich Palace) 
14 Rheingau-Taunus Kultur und Tourismus GmbH 
15 Andreas Wörner – Stadt Flörsheim am Main
16 Tourismus+Congress GmbH Frankfurt am Main
 (Skyline/Römer/Freßgass); Stadt Frankfurt am 
 Main – N. Richter (Lohrberger Hang)

13 WIESBADEN

The state capital of Hesse is a magnificent and multifaceted 
city. Kaiser Wilhelm II loved it, not least because of the 25 hot 
and mineral springs. It was at his request that the Kurhaus 
was built in Neoclassical style between 1904 and 1907. The 
former wine hall now houses a casino. At around 129 metres, 
the Kurhaus colonnades form the longest columned hall 
in Europe. Throughout, Wiesbaden’s city centre impresses 
with broad avenues like the luxurious Wilhelmstraße, 
as well as narrow, winding streets in the old town and 
generous parks. The Neroberg is Wiesbaden’s nearest hill 
and a popular excursion, offering a magnificent view over 
the city. The little Neroberg Hill Station, a water-powered 
funicular railway, carries visitors to the top, at a height of 245 
metres. The state wineries of Hesse also maintain a Riesling 
vineyard there. Those who prefer to be near the Rhine can 
visit Biebrich Palace. The magnificent, three-winged Baroque 
building was a princely residence for a long time.

16 FR ANKFURT AM MAIN

City of banks, its skyline, an international transport hub –  
Frankfurt is known for its economic strength. What many 

people do not realise is how much the city also has to 
offer gourmets and wine drinkers. The Frankfurt City 

Winery has a tradition stretching back to 1803. With the 
Riesling vineyard at the Lohrberg Hillside, the city can 

even call the Rheingau’s most easterly vineyard its own. 
Further vineyards are run in Hochheim. The winery bar is 
located in the heart of the city, on the Römer Square. The 
Römer, Frankfurt’s town hall, has been a significant seat 

of government and representative building for more than 
600 years. Emperors gave grand banquets here – and even 

the ordinary people could enjoy free wine given out on 
special occasions. Even today, the justice fountain in  

front of the town hall runs once a year not with water,  
but wine – a custom that opens the Mainfest festival.  

Not far from the Römer is the Goethe House. Goethe loved  
good wine and gave the world many anecdotes and 

amusing quotes on this fine drink. The house where the 
prince of poets grew up is now a museum and art gallery. 

Fans of cider (Apfelwein) should pay Sachsenhausen a visit:  
the national drink of Hesse is revered in half-timbered 

houses and narrow streets. Grosse Bockenheimer Street 
and Kalbächer Alley (known as Fressgass) are packed  

with gourmet food shops.

14 HOCHHEIM AM MAIN

A fan of Hochheim wines, England’s Queen Victoria visited 
the town on her tour of the Rhine in 1845. Following this 
trip, ›Hock‹ became a common term for Rhine wines in the 
English-speaking world. The town’s landmark is the Baroque 
church of St. Peter and Paul. 

10 11
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Rheingau Riesling is an absolute classic! Elegant, straight-
forward, bright, with a mineral piquancy and lasting body. 
Its essence is the robust, classy acid balance, which gives the 
wine length. The best wines are lively and spirited. 
Through their brightness, they express a side 
of the German soul that had been all but 
forgotten. A classic example of Rhine 
wine, they grow in the cool climate of 
the 50th line of latitude. Almost 80 
per cent of the Rheingau is planted 
with this demanding variety of grape. 
No other variety does more to shape 
the culture here. Big dinners, the most 
important hiking routes, the region’s 
most precious showpiece wines – Riesling is 
the link between them all. The wines combine 
the strength and body of a good Pfalz wine with 
the spirited, aromatic character of the Moselle. And yet 
Rheingau Riesling also gives off its very own magic! It is full 
of character and gets to the point without beating about the 

bush. And it can be incredibly long-lasting – the best sweet 
wines can last a lifetime! Winegrowers keep these precious 
wines in vaults. With its piquant acid balance, mineral zest 

and explosive fruity body, an Auslese that has been 
perfectly matured over decades is the perfect 

example of German wine culture. The big 
Trockenbeerenauslese taste out of this 

world: however concentrated they may 
be, their dancing elegance and finesse 
still shine through. The same goes for 
the best dry plants with their often 
typical stone fruit notes, the zesty, 

herbal appeal and soft, smoky flint notes 
from the Taunus quartzite. Be it delicious, 

bright Kabinett, seriously fruity and sweet 
Spätlese or dry natural wine with eleven per 

cent volume, this variety within a single grape 
variety is simply incredible in the home region of Riesling! 
Welcome to the beautiful Rheingau and fall in love with our 
elegant Riesling. TEXT Manfred Lüer PHOTO Jason Sellers

STRIKING
RHEINGAU RIESLING

Rheingau is Riesling, Riesling is Rheingau. No other grape variety is as important to the growing region. 
Be it with a three-course dinner or for relaxing at the bar: Riesling is always right. 

CLASSIC 

Label with magnificent coat of arms 
Freiherrlich Langwerth von Simmern’sches Rentamt / Eltville
www.langwerth-von-simmern.de 
UNMISTAKEABLE 

Rheingau flute: the typical bottle shape of the Rheingau 
Winery August Eser / Oestrich-Winkel
www.eser-wein.de
HISTORIC 

Old Riesling bottle from 1945 
Johannisberg Castle / Geisenheim
www.schloss-johannisberg.de
CREATIVE

Artist’s label by Michael Apitz
Winery Diefenhardt / Eltville Martinsthal 
www.diefenhardt.de
FUNNY 

Label by young designer 
Winery Fritz Allendorf / Oestrich-Winkel
www.allendorf.de

1

2

3

4

5
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WINE

… a side of  

the German soul  

that had been all  

but forgotten.
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14

WINE

INDULGENT
RESTAURANTS & WINE TAVERNS

Cosy wine taverns, trendy wine bars and elegant Michelin-starred restaurants: gourmets of all kinds 
will find plenty to please their palates in the Rheingau and Frankfurt.

The cuisine of the Rhine-Main region is fresh, simple, clever, 
authentic and regional – the trend is clearly towards refining 
the down-to-earth. In the Rheingau, a wine-based culinary 
tradition has developed that other regions can only dream 
of. Rustic, hearty and welcoming winery bars and 
taverns offer traditional and classic dishes 
inspired by the seasons, such as ›Spundekäs‹ 
(a creamy dip), crispy fried potatoes 
with wild boar bratwurst and ›Woi-
Hinkelsche‹ (chicken) in Riesling sauce. 
The winery bars are usually run by 
the winegrowing family themselves. 
The chefs in the cool, casual wine bars 
give much-loved traditional dishes 
new life with an international flavour. 
And Frankfurt’s restaurants are also 
popular for their regional dishes: ›Handkäs 
mit Musik‹ (a raw milk cheese with vinaigrette 
and onions) has long stopped being a stinker, while 
Frankfurt’s famous ›Grie Soß‹ (green sauce) with its seven 
fresh herbs fits in perfectly with modern vegetarian cooking. 
Guests should not only give the ›Ebbelwei cuisine‹ (cider 
cuisine) a tentative smile, but get stuck in. Refined and 

elegant is also an option, with numerous Michelin-starred 
restaurants attracting guests to Frankfurt, Wiesbaden and 
even the winegrowing areas themselves. The chefs push the 
envelope with bold new creations like ›Asian-style corned 

venison‹ and snow crab or caviar with almond milk, 
grapes and iced olive oil. But there are some 

particular specialities that absolutely 
have to be tried. Perhaps an Auslese or 

Beerenauslese perfectly matured over 
decades, with a light goose liver – an 
absolutely irresistible starter! Or fried 
black pudding with apple sauce, rabbit 
aspic, game dishes from the Taunus 

hills or the tender Wisper trout. Its 
fruity acid balance and the easy-to-

digest alcohol make Rheingau Riesling 
the perfect accompaniment to these 

magnificent dishes. A wide range of festivals, 
galas and dinners are the perfect opportunity to get 

to know the region and its specialities for plate and glass: the 
›Rheingau Gourmet & Wine Festival‹, the ›Rheingau Culinary 
Weeks‹, and the ›Riesling-Gala‹ at Eberbach Abbey are real 
highlights for gourmets. TEXT Manfred Lüer

The trend is  

clearly towards  

refining the  

down-to-earth.

WINE

Top left: Well-stocked: the wine cellar at Restaurant Lafleur, Palm Garden Frankfurt PHOTO Restaurant Lafleur; top right: An institution in the Rheingau: the Adler Wirtschaft in Hattenheim,  
run by Michelin starred chef Franz Keller PHOTO Peter Knaup; bottom left: Three friends from Rüdesheim, Cape Town and New York have opened a wine bar in Rüdesheim PHOTO Weingut Carl 

Ehrhard Winebar; bottom right: It may be narrow, but…: the SevenSwans restaurant in Frankfurt has seven floors PHOTO Peter Unsinn
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Sparkling wine is the epitome of the sparkling Rheingau love of 
life. The perlage is everything. The finer and thicker the base of 
bubbles, the more delicious the sparkling wine tastes. Experts 
call this effect ›mousseux‹ – it can suggest an almost 
slightly sweet flavour. This is pure finesse and 
the polar opposite of vivid freshness, which 
appeals to the taste buds as a gourmet 
treat. Here, too, the Riesling’s home 
region draws on its unlimited resources. 
The Rhine has been home to a culture 
of sparkling wine for centuries. Mumm, 
Deutz, Krug – all familiar names from 
the Champagne region, but with German 
origins. ›Sparkling Hock‹ – sparkling wine 
from Hochheim – went for top prices as early 
as the late 19th Century. And today, in the age 
of global warming, the Rheingau’s winegrowers can 
enjoy a particular privilege: in the higher vineyards, the base 
wines now form the finest acid reflexes and do not develop 
excessive alcohol content. After all, sparkling wine is the pure 

lightness of the wine – it cannot be too rich or even filling, but 
should have the drinker looking forward to another glass. To 
achieve this, the winegrower needs to have mastered his art 

perfectly. The grapes harvested early for the base 
wines should be healthy and zestful without 

exception. The greatest challenge is to press 
the grapes as gently as possible, this makes 

the sparkling wines more aromatic and 
elegant. When stored in the bottle with 
yeast for a long time, the wine’s sparkle 
becomes more and more refined. The 
Rheingau is home to renowned leading 

sparkling wine companies and factories 
that still use classic bottle fermentation 

and the triumphal march of the bubbles. 
Small, family-run wine and sparkling wine 

producers demonstrate a bubbling desire to create 
outstanding sparkling wines. The great tradition of sparkling 
wine lives on – the perfect way to generate a pure love of life 
on the Rhine and Main rivers! TEXT Manfred Lüer PHOTO Jason Sellers

SPARKLING
RHEINGAU SPARKLING WINE

The refinement of a wine; the high point of any party: Rheingau sparkling wine.  
Renowned traditional makers and young family businesses show that this winegrowing area  

has a sparkling wine culture of the very highest calibre.

WINE

PRIZE-WINNING

Riesling Extra Brut with medal
Sparkling wine estate Schönleber / Oestrich-Winkel 
www.fb-schoenleber.de 

NOBLE 

Once official purveyor to the Duke of Saxony
Sparkling wine estate Ohlig / Rüdesheim
www.ohlig-sekt.de

ROSY

Feminine elegance with Pinot rosé 
Sparkling wine estate Barth / Hattenheim 
www.weingut-barth.de
LIVELY

Sparkling wine cuvée with simple elegance 
Sparkling wine estate Solter / Rüdesheim 
www.sekthaus-solter.de

EMBRACED

Decorative collar for the barrel-matured sparkling wine 
Sparkling wine estate Vaux Castle / Eltville
www.schloss-vaux.de

1
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Sparkling wine  

is the pure lightness  

of the wine.
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It is a sublime feeling when the eagle spreads its powerful 
wings and lifts off into its majestic flight. The bird represents 
power, courage and strength – and the freedom to leave 
narrow-minded limitations and constraints far behind. 
German wine needed this flight of the eagle, this Icarus feeling 
– after all, after flying high more than one hundred 
years ago, it spent a long time on the ground. It is 
all thanks to the world’s oldest organisation 
of top wineries, founded back in 1910, that 
German wine succeeded in rising like a 
phoenix from the ashes. With more 
than 200 members and the grape 
eagle as its seal, the VDP consistently 
linked value to classic grape varieties 
and born origin. As the oldest regional 
association, the VDP Rheingau has always 
been committed to this sense of terroir. 
As far back as 3rd April 1897, 15 Rheingau 
wineries came together in Rüdesheim to form the 
›Vereinigung Rheingauer Weingutsbesitzer‹ (Association of 
Rheingau Winery Owners). Since then, Prädikat pioneers from 
the Rheingau have kept careful watch over the adage that 
»quality grows in the vineyard; the cellar is all about doing 

nothing in a controlled way«. The VDP Rheingau did the truly 
pioneering groundwork for the establishment of a ›grand 
cru from German soil‹, i.e. the statutory establishment of 
the first growth for dry-tasting, top-quality wines from 1999 
onwards. This grand cru forms the pinnacle of a four-level 

VDP classification for dry wines: Estate Wines, Local 
Wines, First Site and Great Site. Conventional 

Prädikat now only applies to sweet, 
fruity wines. This pioneering model is 

linked to grape varieties typical of the 
region, which act as guarantor for the 
appropriate expressiveness. The VDP 
Rheingau has done vital work here, 
too, by defining Riesling a leading grape 

variety alongside pinot noir even more 
than 100 years ago. The Association and 

its members invite guests to numerous 
tastings, wine auctions and dinners 

throughout the year. The Glorious Rheingau Days 
in November are particularly recommended – a real treat of 
the highest order. There is no question that this home region 
has always offered enough thermal lift for the eagle to soar 
magnificently! TEXT Manfred Lüer

OUTSTANDING
THE REGION’S WINE ELITE

The ›Association of German Prädikat Wine Estates‹ (VDP) sets the standard for wine indulgence  
and quality. It is considered the seal of quality for the finest wine culture – and the Rheingau has its 

own regional branch of the association.

The winegrowers’  

avant-garde  

demonstrates power,  

courage and strength.

Top: Grapes on its breast, its beak pointing proudly upwards – the VDP eagle watches over the Riesling PHOTO Peter Quirin 
Bottom: Rows of excellence – the F irst Site relief shimmers on some bottles PHOTO Hermann Heibel
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MOTIVATING
HIKING & WALKING

A gentle stroll along the Rhine, scrambling nimbly up to castles or hiking through vineyards –  
the Rheingau and the Rhine-Main region are ideal for enjoyable hiking. Don’t forget to stop at  

a restaurant or tavern for a break!

A stone’s throw – the region offers plenty of landscape treasures, says cultural and wine ambassador Wolfgang Blum. 
The ruined Ehrenfels Castle, which can be reached via the Rieslingpfad trail from Rüdesheim to Assmannshausen PHOTO Jason Sellers

Take a deep breath. Soak in the view. Relax. Wolfgang Blum, 
certified hiking guide and expert on the region, has just 
walked through the vineyards at a blistering pace. Now 
he is standing at the ruined Ehrenfels Castle and enjoying 
the view. »The Rheingau is one of the most beautiful wine 
landscapes in existence. There are no significant poets or 
philosophers who did not rave about the Rheingau,« he says. 
He has been leading tourists through the region for years – 
but even the locals don’t always know the best viewpoints. 
»When I take guests to Assmannshausen’s red wine arbour 
at sunset, I do not have to spend long philosophising about 
romanticism. The view is pure romanticism.« He calls the 
Middle Rhine Valley, which includes the section of the 
Rheingau winegrowing area from Rüdesheim to Lorch, the 
»Grand Canyon of romanticism«. The Rhine, the world’s 
busiest inland waterway, is described as »Europe’s wine-
iest river«. The beauty of the region is made more accessible 
by specially-trained tour guides, known as cultural and wine 
ambassadors. The routes are well signposted, so hikers can 
also easily set off alone. Numerous winery bars invite them 
to take a break along the way. Those who prefer it a little 
more romantic can pack a bottle of wine and some glasses 
in their backpack and take a break on the nearest bench 
along the way.  TEXT Sina Listmann
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UNUSUAL
STATISTICS & CLIMATE

30

HIKING ROUTES

ROMATIC RHINE TRAIL 11,7 km

This circular route taking in Rüdesheim, Ass-

mannshausen and Aulhausen is not for the 

faint-hearted (it climbs 424 metres): the Höl-

lenberg vineyard site is spectacularly steep. 

The wildly-romantic Eichbach Valley provides 

a contrast. The viewpoints make it well worth 

the effort. www.ruedesheim.de

ADVENTURE TRAIL IN UPPER 

RHEINGAU 18 km

Through Hocheim’s beautiful vineyards 

and surrounding areas. 40 stations teach 

hikers about the work of a winegrower, 

the geology and the history of winegro-

wing. The route is particularly popular with  

families.  www.kulturland-rheingau.de 

WALKS

TERROIRWEG PATH IN LORCH

Past dry stone walls and unspoiled slate slabs: 

this geological circular route leads to six sta-

tions on the topics of soil, winegrowing and 

terroir.  www.kulturland-rheingau.de/wandern

FROM VOLLRADS CASTLE TO  

JOHANNISBERG CASTLE

Everything the Rheingau has to offer cram-

med into a short walk: castles, monasteries, 

wine and stunning views.  www.rheinsteig.de 

MÜHLENWEG PATH IN GEISENHEIM

Along the Elsterbach stream, past ancient 

grain and oil mills: wildly romantic with vari-

ous places to take a break.

www.kulturland-rheingau.de/wandern 

SOURCE Dated July 31, 2013; Regierungspräsidium Darmstadt – Dezernat Weinbau in EltvillePHOTO Wandermagazin Todt & Poller 2011

WISPER VALLEY ASCENT IN LORCH 

ESPENSCHIED 18 km

Wildly romantic, the tiny river Wisper me- 

anders through the old beech and oak forests. 

Lichen and moss cover bizarre rocky outcrops. 

www.wispertalsteig.de 

FRANKFURT'S GREEN BELT 65,7 km

This circular route around the city leads 

through the city’s forest, along the Berger 

ridge and along the Nidda river. Hikers have 

a fantastic view of the skyline from Lohrberg, 

Frankfurt’s only vineyard. www.frankfurt.de

RIESLING TRAIL IN RHEINGAU 120 km

The top route for wine lovers, signposted with 

a wine glass. The hike through the vineyards 

leads past many villages offering wine tav-

erns as the perfect place to take a break. 

www.kulturland-rheingau.de

REGIONAL PARK CIRCULAR 

TRAIL 190 km

Meadow orchards, wetlands, view points and 

forests: this circular route links 35 districts in 

the region.  www.regionalpark-rheinmain.de 

RHINE ASCENT 320 km

The Rhine flows gently past Biebrich Palace, 

before whirling wildly at the Loreley in the 

Middle Rhine Valley. This premium hiking trail 

cuts through the entire Rheingau, turns into 

the Upper Middle Rhine Valley and passes Ko-

blenz on its way to Bonn.  www.rheinsteig.de

HILDEGARDWEG PATH IN RÜDESHEIM

A stunning circular route from Rüdesheim up 

to the abbey. With information boards on the 

life and work of St Hildegard of Bingen. 

www.ruedesheim.de

NEROBERG HILL IN WIESBADEN

Take the 1888 funicular railway up to 

Wiesbaden’s local hill. The Russian Orthodox 

church, the small columned temple and the 

Riesling vineyard are all worth a visit. 

www.wiesbaden.de/tourismus

WALK / CABLE CAR / BOAT TRIP

A day outside for the whole family. Take the 

cable car from Rüdesheim up to Germania 

and the temple viewpoint. At the top, walking 

routes lead to the Niederwald hunting lodge 

with its game enclosure, the magical cave 

and the Rossel viewpoint. The chair lift takes 

you back down into the valley and the village 

of Assmannshausen, from where you return 

to Rüdesheim by boat (ring ticket). Those in-

terested can also visit Romantic castle Burg 

Rheinstein near Trechtingshausen on the 

other side of the Rhine (Romantic Tour). 

Ring ticket price: adult € 13.00, child 5–13 years 

€ 6.50. Romantik Tour price: adult € 16.00, child 

5–13 years € 8.00. Available from the tourist  

information office and the partners involved. 

www.ruedesheim.de

WINEGROWING AREA

approx. 3,100 ha 
350 ha steep slope 

(more than 30 % slope)

LOHRBERGER HANG

IN FRANKFURT AM MAIN
Most easterly vineyard in the Rheingau 

1.3 ha Riesling 
10,000 bottles per year

CLIMATE
(average values, measured 1981–2010) 

590 mm rainfall per year 
1,649 hours of sun per year 

10.7°C average daytime  
temp.

RHEINGAU

50° of latitude
38 km long, 2–3 km wide

SITES

118 individual sites
12 large-scale sites

GRAPE VARIETIES

78.80 % Riesling 
12.17 % pinot noir 

6.39 % white grape varieties
2.64 % red grape varieties
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JOYOUS
FESTIVALS & EVENTS

Casual tastings in the vineyards, lively festivals, elegant gala dinners: the Rheingau and Frankfurt Rhine-Main are famous for their 
diverse festival culture. Chefs, musicians and artists come from all over the world – and so do the guests. TEXT Sina Listmann

A sociable evening with wine between the Old Opera House and skyscrapers: Rheingau Wine Market in Frankfurt PHOTO Tourismus+Congress GmbH Frankfurt am Main The Steinberg Round Table is the highlight of the Rheingau Music Festival: music and snacks in the heart of the vineyards PHOTO Ansgar Klostermann

RHEINGAU GOURMET AND WINE FESTIVAL

Late February to mid-March 

International Michelin-starred chefs meet the region’s top wines: 

6,500 guests attend the cooking shows, workshops, gourmet dinners, 

wine tastings and gala dinners every year. 

www.rheingau-gourmet-festival.de

RHEINGAU CULINARY WEEKS

Last weekend in April to first weekend in May 

Taste, indulge, stroll: 100 winegrowers and restaurateurs open their 

wine cellars, taverns and restaurants. Young wines are tasted and  

accompanied by fine food, music and literature. 

www.kulturland-rheingau.de/rheingauerschlemmerwochen

WINE-BALL 

Late April/early May

Unique ball at Wiesbaden's Kurhaus: with a different theme each year, 

the Association of German Prädikat Wine Estates invites guests to enjoy 

music, wine and dancing. The perfect evening for a tuxedo or ballgown. 

www.balldesweines.de

RHEINGAU WINE FESTIVAL

Ten days from the second Friday in August 

During ten days, Wiesbaden's residents and guests have the chance to 

sample more than 1,000 wines and sparkling wines. The market square 

is covered with more than 100 winegrowers’stalls. 

www.wiesbaden.de/weinerlebnis

RHEINGAU WINE MARKET

Early September 

Frankfurt's food street called Fressgass welcomes Rheingau 

winegrowers: more than 600 different wines and sparkling wines 

are on offer at more than 30 stalls. 

www.frankfurt-tourismus.de

RHEINGAU LITERATURE FESTIVAL 

Mid to late September 

When the wine harvest is on full swing, it is also time for the authors 

to read aloud from their novels, poems or detective stories – right in 

the heart of a winery or at the wine press.

www.rheingau-musik-festival.de/rheingau-literatur-festival.html

WINE TASTING AT THE MONASTERY

Late October 

The winners of the state wine and sparkling wine prize have been  

decided, now the best of the best can be tasted in the unique surroun-

dings of Eberbach Abbey. 

www.weingenuss-im-kloster.de

OPERA SQUARE FESTIVAL

Late June to early July 

The inscription on the Old Opera House says »to truth, beauty and 

goodness«. The Opera Square Festival is a homage to this statement. 

A cultural festival with live music; walking acts and the finest food. 

www.frankfurt-tourismus.de

RHEINGAU MUSIC FESTIVAL 

Mid-June to late August 

Vinotheques, palace halls and monastery rooms become concert halls: 

classical, jazz and cabaret stars make the event one of Europe’s leading 

music festivals. 120,000 guests listen in every year.

www.rheingau-musik-festival.de

FRANKFURT APPLE WINE FESTIVAL 

Mid-August 

The festival to celebrate Frankfurt’s national drink: cider flows on the 

Rossmarkt Square – sometimes in classic half-pints; sometimes as tren-

dy cider cocktails. Hessian cult bands get the guests moving and dancing. 

www.frankfurt-tourismus.de

GLORIOUS RHEINGAU DAYS

Late October to mid-November 

After the grape harvest, it is time for the wineries in the Association of 

German Prädikat Wine Estates to celebrate some magnificent festivals. 

Highlights include the Autumn wine auction and the Riesling Gala. 

www.vdp-rheingau.de/glorreich

INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR DESTINATION WINE

Early November 

A glass of wine in hand, watching the planes take off and land: Terminal 

1 at Frankfurt Airport is transformed into a gourmet festival for one 

weekend only. Local and international winegrowers present their wines. 

www.destination-wein.de 

HARVEST FESTIVAL OF THE RHEINGAU WINEGROWERS

First Sunday in December

The Rheingau winegrowers and the wine kings and queens give  

thanks for this year’s harvest. The ceremonial service in the basilica at 

Eberbach Abbey is accompanied by choral music. 

www.kloster-eberbach.de
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Nothing if not a field of conflict. The growing paradise of 
the Rheingau has always seen wine, art, culture and history 
enrich one another. But more and more winegrowers are 
looking to cool, trendy, young and contemporary art and 
architecture projects. The 250-year-old cellar vaults of the 
Georg Müller Stiftung winery, for example, house 
inspirational installations, light objects, 
sculptures and pictures. The wine cellar 
below a traditional wine estate, known 
as the ›WineBank‹, has been converted 
into a perfectly air-conditioned and 
styled tasting location for consum-
ers. But the Rheingau also offers a 
fascinatingly sensual world of wine 
experience, which may initially confuse 
the senses, with surprising colour 
interplay and aroma experiments. More 
and more vinotheques are using valuable 
materials and a stylish atmosphere to create 
a sense of genuineness and authenticity. But Eberbach 
Abbey itself is also a work of art: the almost intact abbey 
building is an impressive example of the finest Romanesque 
and Gothic architecture. Sites such as castles, churches  
and monasteries are lined up along the meandering Rhine 

like beads on a necklace. ›Riesling palaces‹ like Vollrads 
and Johannisburg with its historic wooden barrel cellar are 
world famous. And at every one, tradition and modernity 
feed into one another. In the Gothic wine village of Kiedrich, 
not far from the imposing Catholic basilica ›St. Valentinus 

und Dionysius‹, a truly spectacular new wine cellar 
has been built. The world-famous Steinberg,  

a vineyard site at the foot of Eberbach  
Abbey, is now also home to an architec-

turally sophisticated wine cellar that 
is one of the most modern in Europe. 
In this way, the link between wine 
and design is giving the Rheingau 
a completely new attitude towards 

life and a new excitement. Its big 
neighbour Frankfurt impresses with  

the latest, and above all tall, architecture. 
The skyline is world famous, but historic 

buildings like the Old Opera House and town hall  
are also well worth a visit. Those looking for art alongside  

wine and indulgence in the city will find it in the many  
museums. The Historical Museum Frankfurt and Städel 
Museum Frankfurt are home to magnificent paintings – 
homages to this fine drink.  TEXT Manfred Lüer

IMAGINATIVE
ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN & ART

The paintings by the Old Masters in Frankfurt’s museums are of timeless beauty.  
Meanwhile, historic wine cellars in the Rheingau are being brought up to date with the latest design. 

Wine and art, indulgence and architecture all inspire each other.

Top: The Art Cellar in Hattenheim is a unique synthesis of wine tradition and art. Here pieces by Karlheinz Oswald PHOTO Weingut Georg Müller Stiftung  
Bottom: Good enough to eat: the painting ›Fruchtstück‹ from the Johann Valentin Prehn collection PHOTO Historical Museum Frankfurt am Main – Horst Ziegenfusz

The link between  

wine and design gives  

the region a new  

attitude towards life.
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DREAMY
HOTELS & GUEST HOUSES

Relax, put your feet up, dream: After a wine tasting, a three-course dinner or a hike through  
the vineyards, all a guest wants is peace and quiet.

The old saying is not always right: after all, why should you 
say goodbye when you want more? This small yet perfectly 
formed region offers some real gems of accommodation, 
full of charm and style. Today, many winegrowers not only 
grow wine, but also act as restaurateurs and hoteliers. The 
winegrowing families are always keen to share their own 
favourite tips for excursions. And on the estates, overnight 
guests can enjoy a wonderful view over the vineyards.  
The original wine hotels are home to lovingly-designed 
themed rooms, from Riesling rooms to Pinot Noir suites. 
Small holiday apartments are especially popular with 
families, while the chance to sleep in a rustic wine barrel, as 
can be done in Rüdesheim, is the perfect fun weekend with 
friends. Those looking for more peace and quiet can rent a 
room in a monastery. On the other hand, those who prefer 
urban flair and an impressive skyline should try Wiesbaden 
or Frankfurt. The cities offer everything from unusual 
design hotels to spa hotels and stylish deluxe hotels with 
gourmet restaurants attached. Modern conference hotels 
provide space for large groups, conferences and events.  
It is always a good idea to book early, especially when the 
music and food festivals are on. After all, in a lively part of 
the country like this, the only thing to do if you want more 
is to stay a while longer! TEXT Manfred Lüer

Top: Cosy at Hotel im Schulhaus, Lorch PHOTO Haberland 
Bottom: Stylish at Roomers Design Hotel, Frankfurt PHOTO Gekko Management

Top: Rural charm at the manor hotel and wine estate of Baron Knyphausen in Eltville PHOTO Weingut Knyphausen 
Bottom: The rich tradition of the Steigenberger Frankfurter Hof luxury hotel, dating back to 1876 PHOTO Steigenberger Frankfurter Hof
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ORIGINAL
MEMENTOES & SOUVENIRS

Wines and sparkling wines from the region are without doubt the best souvenirs from a trip here:  
a memory for the taste buds. We present a few other discoveries and souvenirs from Frankfurt,  

Wiesbaden and the Rheingau.
TEXT Sina Listmann PHOTO Jason Sellers

1 RHEINGAU CHOCOLATE

Fine, creamy milk chocolate with Riesling brandy and dark chocolate 

with Pinot Noir. The Fritz Kunder chocolate and praline factory has re-

presented finest craftsmanship in Wiesbaden since 1898.

www.kunder-confiserie.de

2 WINE JELLY

A sweet jam made from red or white wine, spreadable and beautifully 

seasoned. The Weindekanei, the only local vinotheque in the Rheingau, 

offers lots of delicacies and wines from the region. 

www.weindekanei.de

3 EBBELWEI JELLY (CIDER JELLY)

Be it as a spread or a dip, cider jelly is a real classic. The name ›Frau 

Rauscher‹ is a play on words referring to the young cider, not yet fer-

mented, which rustles in the glass. This one is from Possmann, a small 

Hesse-based factory. 

www.possmann.de 

4 SPICE MIX

Simply stir the ›Rheingau variety spice mix‹ with garlic and parsley into 

sour cream, yoghurt or cream cheese and enjoy as a dip. 

www.weindekanei.de

hausen Castle, founded in 1337.« In this game, 32 winegrowers from  

eight different winegrowing towns compete in various categories. 

With directions to the wineries. 

www.bedrei.de/verlag

9 EBBELWEI SWEETS (CIDER SWEETS)

Frankfurt’s cider junkies find gummy bears boring. Here, apple juice 

gummy bears in the shape of a ›Gerippte‹ are the thing. A ›Gerippte‹ 

is the only acceptable container for cider – a glass with a diamond 

pattern on the outside.

www.ebbelwoi-guutsjer.de; www.hessen-shop.com 

10 WIESBADEN CUSHION

The golden French lilies on a blue background form Wiesbaden’s coat 

of arms. The simple version for the sofa: a hand-sewn linen cushion 

from the Stadtstück shop in Wiesbaden, which has a large selection  

of regional souvenirs and design items.

www.stadtstueck.de 

11 RHEINGAU CHEESE

Hand-made cheeses from small cheese-makers are refined by the 

Rheingau affineur and perfectly matured in a wine cellar. The small 

›Rheingau Round Cheese‹ is massaged with Riesling; the ›Trester 

1 2 3
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5 6WINE

5 KARL-COMIC

Asterix? Karl! The local comic hero is called ›Karl, der Spätlesereiter‹ –  

and always has some wine with him. With his trusty dog Grand-

patte, he experiences the fascinating history of the Rheingau in the  

18th Century. Some copies available in second-hand bookshops, re- 

print planned.

www.apitz-art.de

6 THE COLOURS OF WINE

Sometimes the vineyards glow fiery red, sometimes mist moves mys-

tically through the Rhine valley. Born and bred in the Rheingau, Michael 

Apitz is a popular artist in the region. Illustrated book with poems by 

various personalities. 

www.galerie-apitz.de

7 EBBELWEI SOAP (CIDER SOAP)

Just the thing for the bathrooms: this soap from a small Frankfurt soap 

factory is scented with apple and refined with a drop of Ebbelwei. The 

inner sleeve offers tips for trips to Ebbelwei pubs. 

www.hessen-shop.com; www.die-seifenmanufaktur.de

8 RHEINGAU WINEGROWERS TOP TRUMPS

»I’ve got Winery Künstler, founded in 1648.« »Ha, I win: Reinharts-

Cheese‹ is rolled in freshly-squeezed Pinot Noir marc and the ›Pinot 

Noir Cheese‹ wears its dark-red rind proudly.

www.rheingau-affineur.de

12 WINE FROM LOHRBERG, FRANKFURT

The only grapes to enjoy a view of Frankfurt’s skyline: with its tradi-

tional label, the Riesling from Frankfurt’s Hillside slopes is truly special. 

Available from the city winery.

www.frankfurt.de

13 FRANKFURTER SAUS & BRAUS

Formerly reserved for rich citizens, now a trendy scene drink. Once 

known as the ›lords’ spritzer‹, the name is now ›Saus & Braus‹, but the 

ingredients remain the same: cider from regional meadow orchards 

and Rheingau Riesling. 

www.kornmayers.de

14 SPARKLING WINE FROM MANSKOPF & SÖHNE

In the 19th Century, the Manskopf family from Frankfurt ran one of the 

city’s most significant wine shops. Today, ›Manskopf & Söhne‹ is an 

established brand. The wine shop Dr. Teufel keeps it alive, for example 

with the ›Carte Verte‹ Rheingau sparkling wine.

www.manskopf.de
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Visit the UNESCO 
World Heritage Sites in 

Hessen / Germany! 
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We share our

cultural heritage
with the whole world.

5. Kellerwald-Edersee 

National Park

4. Messel Pit 

3. Limes

2. Bergpark 
Wilhelmshöhe 

1. Lorsch Monastery

www.hessen.travel
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LEGAL NOTICE

DIVERSE
10 SPECIAL EXPERIENCES

1  WINERY VISIT

Those interested in wine should get advice straight from the 

winegrower – and will be sure to find their very own favourite wine.

2  LIGHT SHOW 

At night, Frankfurt’s skyline becomes a sparkling sea of lights. Guests can 

enjoy a wonderful view of the city from the slopes of Lohrberg. 

3  FLAVOUR HUNT

Green apple? A light honey note? Or is it meadow herbs? Close your 

eyes and put your nose into the Riesling glass. It's a fun guessing game 

to start with.

4  CITY VIEW

In Wiesbaden, take the Neroberg Hill Station funicular up the hill and 

pet the lion statues in the Riesling vineyard. A stunning view to Mainz.

5  ROMANTIC RHINE 

Rugged cliffs, striking castles, restless Rhine. Those who simply drive 

through the Middle Rhine Valley miss a lot. The rewards are for hikers. 

6  DANCE COMPETITION

Dance and party into the early hours – in a trendy Frankfurt club or on 

Rüdesheim’s Drosselgasse.

7  EBBELWEI TASTING (CIDER TASTING)

Wine will have to get used to it. The national drink of Hesse is actually 

Ebbelwei, and the best place to try it is in Frankfurt Alt-Sachsenhausen.

8  REFRESHING DIP

Standing barefoot in the Rhine, watching the swans with a glass of wine. 

For example at the wine stall in Eltville.

9  COLOUR SHOW

In autumn, the vineyards glow with colour and the harvesters rush up 

and down the rows of vines. Just stop and enjoy the spectacle.

10  SPARKLING WINE TO START

Be it Rheingau Wine Festival, Rheingau Culinary Weeks or a private party, 

a toast with Rheingau sparkling wine is an absolute must. What are you 

waiting for? 

WINE

Funded by the Hesse Ministry of the Environment, Climate Protection,  
Agriculture and Consumer Protection 

Information at www.kulturland-rheingau.de and www.frankfurt-tourismus.de
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